A heterozygous deletion in the glutamate decarboxylase 67 gene enhances maternal and fetal stress vulnerability.
Both down-regulation of glutamate decarboxylase 67 (GAD67) and maternal exposure to severe stress during pregnancy can increase the risk of schizophrenia and related psychotic disorders in the offspring. To investigate a gene-environment interaction, we performed the restraint-and-light stress to pregnant GAD67-GFP knock-in (GAD67(+/GFP)) and wild-type (GAD67(+/+)) mice three times a day for 45 min per session during gestational day (G) 15.0-17.5. The stress hormone (corticosterone) level of pregnant GAD67(+/GFP) mice (the overall GABA content is reduced because of the destruction of one allele of the endogenous GAD67 gene) was higher than that of GAD67(+/+), even without stress. The fetal body weights (GAD67(+/+)) in the GAD67(+/GFP) mothers were lower than those in the GAD67(+/+) mothers. GAD67(+/GFP) fetuses exhibited higher corticosterone (CORT) levels than GAD67(+/+) fetuses, even in non-stressed GAD67(+/+) mothers. Fetal body weight-decreases and CORT-increases by maternal stress (GAD67(+/+) mother) were significantly more in the GAD67(+/GFP) fetuses than the GAD67(+/+) fetuses. These results indicate that a GAD67 heterozygous deletion itself enhances vulnerability by many aspects, e.g., maternal stress, maternity, and being in utero. Thus, an abnormality in GAD67 could interact with environmental risk factors of psychiatric disorders, including schizophrenia.